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ABSTRACT In the last decade, the proliferation of new 3D printing technologies has enabled the fabrication

of complex geometries in manifold materials for novel applications. One discipline that has been explored

extensively in the context of additive manufacturing is electromagnetic devices such as antennas. Difficult-

to-fabricate geometries are now possible and can deliver new antenna functionality and extend performance

(e.g., lower frequency resonance in small volumes, wider bandwidth, narrow-beam directionality, and

so on). Coupled with accurate 3D electromagnetic simulations, a new paradigm is emerging for antenna

design and manufacture. Starting from a seed geometry, the state space can now be explored to identify

new combinations and permutations of electromagnetically-beneficial shapes through multiple simulation

iterations. Subsequently, the identified structures can be further validated and improved through rapid

manufacturing using 3D printing for hardware evaluation in an anechoic chamber. However, to fully benefit

from this emerging paradigm, an up-to-date survey of the most recent metal processes is required. This

survey would determine which processes are well suited for building the next generation of antennas.

For this purpose, a variety of metal 3D printing was employed to fabricate benchmark antennas with

pathological geometries, including thin walls, overhanging features, and large aspect ratios. This survey can

inform designers about potential structures to serve in novel antennas. A total of five processes have been

preliminarily explored including selective laser melting, binder jetting, and plated vat photopolymerization,

all of which delivered different advantages and disadvantages in terms of mechanical and electromagnetic

performance.

INDEX TERMS 3D printing, 3D printed antennas, 3D Hilbert curve, additive manufacturing, antenna

radiation pattern, binder jetting, dipole antennas, fractal antenna, multifrequency antennas, powder-bed

fusion, ultra high frequency, UHF, vat photopolymerization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Additive Manufacturing (AM), more popularly known as

3D printing, is impacting a wide range of industries with

the ability to customize structures with complex geometries

in high performance materials. One area that has received

attention is in the fabrication of electromagnetic devices

which stand to benefit from complex shapes. More recently,

processes capable of printing metals and ceramics have made
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dramatic advances. Many of these emerging technologies

have not yet been explored for application in the specific area

of high-performance, next generation, freestanding antennas.

This work seeks to identify newly available 3D printing

processes that could be leveraged for electromagnetic devices

and compare them in terms of electromagnetic, mechanical,

thermal performance as well as manufacturability. The work

cannot capture all emerging processes, but is a preliminary

step to evaluate processes sufficiently mature to reliably

fabricate pathologically-complex antennas. A benchmark

antenna was identified that provided an agnostic example of
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a difficult-to-manufacture geometry - the Hilbert 3D fractal.

The structure captures many of the challenging features that

are not easily fabricated in traditional manufacturing, but are

achievable with the latest additive manufacturing techniques.

By simulating, fabricating, and evaluating a specific antenna,

a new paradigm for exploring the antenna design space is

demonstrated and recent manufacturing techniques are eval-

uated and compared in the contexts of fabricating antennas.

Substantial research has explored fabricating specific types

of antennas. New AM processes allow for the embedding of

electronic components into elaborate geometries in a step-

wise manner that facilitates concurrent and sequential print-

ing with collaborative manufacturing processes. Electrical

connections have been realized with embedded conductive

ink deposition for powering circuits and providing micro-

processor communication [1]. Additionally, omnidirectional

printing of conductive microstrips has been demonstrated for

flexible circuits [2]. The utilization of conductive inks has

been shown for generating traces on dielectric substrates for

electromagnetic applications [3]–[12]. However, the conduc-

tivity of printed inks is restricted by the curing limits of the

polymer; themetallic atoms dispersedwithin the binder-laden

inks are inhibited from forming a high performance bulk

conductor with only low temperature curing. One exception

is with 3D printed ceramics as these dielectric structures can

survive much higher temperatures and allow inks to eventu-

ally approach the performance of traditional plated copper.

Embedding metallic wiring into 3D printed dielectrics has

been evaluated as another solution to ink limitations [14], [15]

resulting in electrical conductivity comparable to PCB traces.

The aim of this study is to identify which contemporary

processes arewell suited for creating complex and electrically

conductive structures. In the field of 3D printing a taxonomy

is used to categorize the processes based on the ISO/ASTM

52900 standard. 3D printing is a diverse landscape [16]

with varying methods including the following seven

subcategories:

• Powder Bed Fusion (metals and polymers),

• Material Extrusion (generally thermoplastics),

• Binder Jetting (generally metals or ceramics),

• Vat Photopolymerization (photocurable polymers),

• Material Jetting (metals, ceramics and photocurable

polymers),

• Directed Energy Deposition (metals and ceramics)

• Sheet Lamination (paper, plastic, metal, composites).

Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) provides both polymers

andmetals. Selective laser sintering (subsumed in powder bed

fusion) uses a laser to sinter a thermoplastic powder which is

spread successively in thin layers. This process has been used

to fabricate spherical wire antennas and waveguide antenna

arrays [17], [18]. Selective Laser Melting is a similar process

but focused onmetals [19]. Peverini et al. [20] experimentally

validatedKu/K-band filters for telecommunication developed

using L-PBF . A waveguide array integrated into an antenna

array was also successfully realized through the DMLS pro-

cess [21]. The main drawbacks of L-PBF are poor surface

finish, part density and residual stress. Zhang et al. [22]

demonstrate the use of L-PBF in comparison with binder

jetting for the development of antennas for millimeter and

submillimeter wave applications.

Binder jetting likewise uses a powder bed, but with ink

jetting to selectively eject a binder in order to consolidate

powder. For metal printing, the resulting ‘‘green parts’’ are

then sintered. With coarse powders, structures are infiltrated

with a lower temperature melting metal to achieve a density

close to 100%. For fine powders (∼ 9 to 16 microns), nearly

100% density can be achieved with just sintering. This pro-

cess provides ambient office-friendly conditions with a final

high temperature furnace cycle. Binder jetting can potentially

be used with any material that can be provided as a powder

feedstock (sand, metal, polymer, ceramic, etc.). For the binder

jetting of sand used in metal casting, there is no sintering

step after printing as the curing of the foundry resin binder is

sufficient to serve as disposable sand molds for metal casting.

Vat photopolymerization is a process in which a vat of

material is selectively photopolymerized on a build plate

that incrementally descends in the z-direction after each

layer. Although, the resulting structures are not conductive,

the smooth surface finish is well suited for subsequent plating

of conductive metal layers. Both consumer and production

printers are available for the process and can develop quality

antenna components at relatively low costs [23]. Vat pho-

topolymerization has proved fruitful for multiple waveguides

designed to operate in the GHz frequency range [24], [25].

Chen et al. [26] advanced antennas further with the assem-

bly of a novel 3D printed Fabry–Pérot Resonator antenna

with paraboloid-shape superstrate for high gain, wide gain

band applications. Horn antennas have also been fabricated

through this process [27], yet, previous work on free-standing

antennas with both complex geometries and expansive over-

hangs has not been published.

Material jetting provides the high spatial resolution of

ink jetting and selectively deposits material (traditionally

photocurable polymers but recently ceramics and metals as

well) which is promptly UV and/or thermally cured. Many

apparatuses utilizing this technology are capable of jetting

separate materials simultaneously. A wide range of anten-

nas that have been fabricated by the technology include:

honeycomb and aperture-coupled antennas, patch antennas,

Vivaldi, corrugated horn, phased array antenna, reflect array,

waveguide slot antennas, and gradient index (GRIN) lens

antennas [4], [7]–[10], [28]–[36]. Although polyjetting is one

of the most pervasive material jetting techniques, the process

is inherently restricted to UV curable photopolymers, which

have reduced mechanical performance over time as the mate-

rial continues to cure in the presence of UV light in the field.

The most ubiquitous AM method cited in the field of

antennas is material extrusion additive manufacturing. In the

last decade, many of the patents for this technology have

expired and a bevy of open source and low cost desktop

printers have been released - democratizing the field of

3D printing [37], [38]. Realization of thermoplastic fabricated
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antennas has been enabled using various complementary

means of metallization. One antenna was fabricated by

a method of conductive infiltration of a substrate using

Galinstan [39]. Bowtie, meandering line, and patch anten-

nas have been created by using dual extrusion techniques

to simultaneously deposit dielectric and conductive materi-

als [11], [40], [41]. While a log-periodic array antenna was

metalized by direct conductive ink printing [42], UAV embed-

ded, fractal tree monopole, and triple mode horn antennas

each have had surfaces selectively spray-coated with conduc-

tive ink [43]–[45]. Typical inconsistencies between measured

and simulated results of conductive ink coated antennas sug-

gest that electroplating or other bulk metal process are more

suitable for antennas [32], [46] based on conductivity and

surface finish.

While the aforementioned antenna geometries have var-

ious electromagnetic advantages, newly developed printers

now allow for the fabrication of pathologically-complex

free-standing, load-bearing metal antennas. Of these, frac-

tal antennas may be an interesting application to use as a

benchmark to compare each of these AM processes. The

advantage of fractal antennas is for some or all of the follow-

ing performance factors: multiband and broadband frequency

behavior, sidelobe reduction, topological optimization, and

beamforming algorithm capabilities [47], [48]. Many geome-

tries have been tested to determine their potential antenna

utility, notably: cross, hexagonal, concentric circular, tree,

lighting, self-affining, and other unique fractal composi-

tions, all of which have been evaluated in patch, slot, and/or

3D antenna studies [49]–[61]. However the most promi-

nent fractal designs are versions of the Koch [62]–[68] and

Sierpinski structures [69]–[74]. More recently, processes

capable of printing metals and ceramics have made dra-

matic advances in spatial resolution and mechanical per-

formance of the resulting structures, but many of the

processes have not yet been explored for application in

the specific area of high-performance, next generation

antennas.

II. 3D SIMULATION AND FABRICATION METHODOLOGY

Advancements in electromagnetic simulation coupled with

relentlessly-improving 3D printing processes are together

enabling a new paradigm for exploring the design space

of antennas. New geometries are available to be built in a

wide variety of ceramics and polymers providing dielectrics

with low loss and a wide range of permittivity. More-

over, metals can be printed serving as conductors with

smooth surface finish and high conductivity. By optimizing

antenna structures coarsely in simulation (virtual prototypes)

and then fine-tuning the structure with many, rapid itera-

tions of physical prototypes, an unprecedented study of a

wide swathe of sculpted, next-generation antennas is now

possible.

In this study, ANSYS HFSS was used to provide simu-

lated frequency responses and 3D radiation patterns for the

targeted geometries. These results were then later validated

FIGURE 1. Increasing orders of 2D Hilbert Fractals.

in hardware by fabricating the structure using five different

additive manufacturing techniques and evaluating the

electromagnetic performance in a far-field antenna range at

NASA Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. Other

mechanical properties were also captured including total

mass, density, surface finish and mechanical strength.

A. BENCHMARK ANTENNA FOR PROCESS COMPARISION:

3D HILBERT FRACTAL

The 3D Hilbert Curve (HC) was selected for this study as

the benchmark antenna as the antenna (1) has been studied

in the past; (2) provides a challenging geometry to man-

ufacture with 3D printing; and (3) maintains an agnostic

application without proprietary implications. Previous work

for the geometry through traditional manufacturing has been

restricted to planar designs of patch, wire, and slot varia-

tions [75]–[78]. Recently, planar wire Hilbert curve antennas

were deformed around a box to form a 3D design [79]. The

HC can provide small resonant antennas that efficiently fill

space with a continuous conductive line. Given that infinite

resolution is not realizable for manufactured devices, these

designs can be referred to as pre-fractals meaning that the

design is fabricated to approach full self-similarity and res-

olution by increasing the order of iterations used to fractalize

the geometry (Fig. 1). The resonant nature of the antenna

changes as the order increases, with wire diameter being an

important property, affecting the space-filling efficiency and

Q-factor.

For this manufacturing survey, the Hilbert was fully

extended to 3D (Fig. 2), as this structure requires high aspect

ratio struts in all six orthogonal directions (parallel to the X,

Y, Z, -X, -Y, and -Z directions). For additive manufacturing

specifically, this geometry is challenging as there are many

overhanging features and each side of the Hilbert dipole

includes a circuitous length (over 115 cmwhen fully extended

in a straight line). Compounded by the length, the 3D ser-

pentine nature lead to intentional destabilization, which is

necessary to comprehensively evaluate the mechanical prop-

erties. The full antenna includes 63 1.96 cm segments (a total

length of 1.23 m) that sweep in one of six 90 degree turns to
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FIGURE 2. Baseline structure - the 3D Hilbert Fractal (isometric view).

begin each new segment. The struts were 3.7 mm in diameter

including at the swept turns.

For the purposes of this study, there was no specific appli-

cation for the antenna (targeted communication link, resonant

frequency or directionality). The authors were resolute in

maintaining an agnostic and generic application that could

serve well as a general comparison of 3D electromagnetic

simulations against several 3D printing techniques. The com-

pact nature of the fractal geometry results in an antenna that

resonates at low frequencies relative to the overall occupied

volume and fits inside of a 1U CubeSat format (10 cm cubed)

which provides potential utility for university space science.

The geometrical characteristics therefore provide a sound

benchmark for extrapolating to other antenna geometries with

simulation and 3D printing in order to demonstrate the new

antenna design paradigm.

B. ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION

Several high-fidelity software packages are available to pro-

vide 3D electromagnetic simulations for curved geometries,

and in this study, ANSYS HFSS was selected. The Hilbert

geometry in Fig. 2 was simulated using perfect electrically

conducting material and both the frequency response as well

as the radiation pattern at the peak resonant frequency were

captured (Fig. 3 & 4). Simulation results suggests that the

antenna has an omnidirectional radiation pattern at a central,

narrowband frequency of approximately 1.4 GHz. Wideband

behavior was recognized between −5 and −10 dB, from

roughly 1.5-2 GHz - future investigations could further opti-

mize this behavior.

III. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (3D PRINTING)

PROCESS SURVEY

The market introduction of several new metals 3D printing

processes inspired this survey but at the time of this experi-

ment, these processes were not sufficiently mature or avail-

able to be included in the final experiment. Both Desktop

Metal (Boston USA) andMarkforged (Boston USA) declined

to fabricate the geometry and are currently developing rel-

atively low-cost metal processes which can potentially cre-

ate the Hilbert antenna geometry in copper. With bulk-like

performance at least to a depth of 5-8 mm from the super-

ficial surfaces depending on debinding, these processes can

add new materials and more geometries to the discussion.

However, other more mature 3D printing technologies were

available and used but not directly with copper.

Copper provides high conductivity (σ at 20 ◦C ≈ 5.96 ×

107 [S/m]) and reasonable strength and rigidity. Aluminum

alloys, alternatively, provide about 30 to 60% the conduc-

tivity of copper but with reduced weight. Steel infiltrated

with bronze was also explored in this case which delivered

roughly 20% of the conductivity of copper but with much

higher mechanical performance and with the expense of

increased weight. Finally, the use of non-conductive polymer

structural material was explored and then the structure was

FIGURE 3. Return loss (S11 in dB) vs. frequency (GHz) for the 3D Hilbert antenna as simulated in Ansys HFSS.
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FIGURE 4. Radiation pattern at the resonant frequency of 1.41 GHz and isometric
orientation as simulated in Ansys HFSS.

FIGURE 5. (a) EOS M280 (L-PBF), (b) ExOne M-FLEX (binder jetting), (c) Formlabs (Vat Photopolymerization with plating) with a quarter for
reference.

later plated with copper and nickel to provide the necessary

conductivity and this option allowed for much lighter struc-

tures but with substantially reduced strength. Each of these

material options described above could be beneficial to a

wide variety of antennas depending on the application and

conditions (e.g. subjected to loads such as accelerations or

aerodynamic drag).

A. LIST OF TARGETED 3D PRINTING PROCESSES

Table 1 lists the five cases that were fabricated. In addition,

the first three processes were evaluated at NASA Glenn

Research Center (GRC). The fourth was evaluated only in

terms of the frequency response using a Vector Network

Analyzer as this antenna was manufactured 4.5 times larger

due to minimum features size constraints of the specific

3D printing process. For this larger antenna, the radiation

pattern is expected to be similar to the smaller geometry in

terms of directivity but translated to a lower frequency as a

function of the geometry scaling factor.

Of the five AM processes used to fabricate the Hilbert

antenna, three sufficiently met the intended dimensional cri-

teria and were evaluated at NASA Glenn Research Center

by both VNA and far-field radiation pattern measurement.

3DMT, LLC (Daytona Beach, USA) provided the fabrication

with an EOS M280 system, printing AlSi10Mg using a form

of powder bed fusion referred to as selective laser melting.

ExOne, Inc. (North Huntingdon, USA) provided fabrication

services for a fee with the company’s M-FLEX binder jetting

system. This system bound 316L steel powder which was
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TABLE 1. The antenna fabrication specifications.

FIGURE 6. Polymerized bound sand with plating.

later sintered and infiltrated with bronze to provide close

to full density in a multi-metal matrix. The third antenna

was manufactured with the Formlabs Form 2 Stereolithog-

raphy 3D printer in a clear resin. After an Isopropyl alcohol

bath and UV cure, the SLA print was subsequently electro-

plated with copper/tin by RePliForm, Inc., (Baltimore, USA).

Fig. 5 shows the three resulting structures of these processes.

Additionally, a proprietary engineered particulate compos-

ite (EPC), which was enabled by binder jetting process [80]

was used by Freshmade3D, LLC (Youngstown, OH) in which

binder jetted sand structures were create using the ExOne

S-MAX, functionalized and then copper and chrome plated

(Fig 6.). However, the minimum feature sizes of the target

Hilbert were not possible so an antenna 4.5 times larger

was produced. The resulting antenna was not evaluated at

NASA as the resonant frequencies were too low for the

far-field range but the S11 response was measured with a

vector network analyzer at Youngstown State University and

the antenna provided expected performance but with fre-

quency scaled inversely proportional to the volume. Finally,

a 3D printed sand mold was printed using the ExOne S-MAX

printer at Youngstown State University and one half of the

TABLE 2. Process geometric accuracy.

FIGURE 7. Cast aluminum with a 3D printed sand mold.

dipole antenna was cast with aluminum A356, however the

dimensional accuracies and surface finish were not sufficient

to pursue this antenna further at these small dimensions. The

final cast structure including gating and sprue are shown

in Fig. 7.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 3D printed antennas that met design criteria were eval-

uated both mechanically (e.g. surface roughness, strength,
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FIGURE 8. VNA results of SLM with and without the dielectric base.

FIGURE 9. VNA comparison between processes and simulation.

weight, etc.) as well as electrically (e.g. conductivity, elec-

tromagnetic performance, etc.).

A. MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE

Table 2 shows for each case the dimensional error, mass,

density, surface finish grading, mass, and reported strength.

Also included are comments about relative expense and post

processing required to finish the antennas. Depending on the

application requirements for a specific antenna, all of these

characteristics could be prioritized or weighted differently

and consequently any one of these processes could be the

most suitable for a given application depending on frequency,

directionality and mechanical properties.

Initially, each side of the dipole was attached to an

SMA connector with a combination of solder and Abelbond

84-1LMI silver conductive adhesive. Subsequently, for added

stability purposes, a simple two-part epoxy is coated around

the connection point. Connection imperfections, in conjunc-

tion with geometric deformations due to residual stresses

caused some static canting andwobbling in the antennawhich

affected the performance of the antennas by modifying the

geometries slightly.

Profilometry, using the Alpha-Step D-100 profilometer,

was done to determine the discrete rms surface finish of

each part. However, at the relatively low frequencies being

studied, the surface roughness was not an impediment.
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FIGURE 10. Radiation pattern measurement in the far-field antenna
range at NASA Glenn Research Center.

Below 10 GHz for instance, the wavelength is 30 mm or more

and the surface roughness of most AM processes is sev-

eral orders of magnitude smaller. The EOS M280 system

produced the highest roughness, followed by the ExOne

M-FLEX part. The Form II antenna had the lowest and most

quasi-periodic surface finish. The mechanical properties of

the antennas varied widely. The L-PBF and binder jetted

antennas were rigid, with the SLA component having flex-

ible and lightweight characteristics and may be suitable for

applications with weight restrictions.

B. ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE

The antennas were tested at NASA Glenn Research Center

using a VNA and far-field antenna range. The VNA mea-

surements were taken for each antenna with and without a

polymer ABS base container of 0.5 cm thickness, which was

FIGURE 11. ExOne MFLEX calibrated radiation pattern at pertinent
frequencies.

used to provide additional mechanical support by providing a

cavity for the bounding box of the Hilbert at the bottom 17%

of the structure, at any orientation. The negative peaks in the

plot of the reflection coefficient (see Fig. 8) correspond to

frequencies where the antenna showed the best transmission

of signal. There was an observed frequency shift of the reso-

nance peaks and an increase in the magnitude of transmitted

signal when the base was removed. This could be the result

of a change in the input impedance of the antenna as well

as canting of the mechanical connection of the SMA jack to

the antenna. The SLA part provided the greatest combined

gain and multiband behavior, while the binder jetted antenna

had decent gain, but displayed relatively poor multiband char-

acteristics. The best all-around performance came from the

L-PBF aluminum exhibiting median gain and decent multi-

band performance (see Fig. 9).

The radiation patterns for all three of the antennas under

test (AUT) were initially obtained in the far-field anechoic

chamber at NASA Glenn with the setup displayed below

FIGURE 12. VNA measurement of Freshmade3D antenna.
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(see Fig 10). However, revaluation was done for normal-

ization using the binder jetted part and a reference antenna

of known gain (Fig. 11). The antenna azimuth was swept

in quarter degree increments from 0◦ to 180◦ with constant

elevation angle. The radiation pattern was characterized at

0.975, 1, 1.41, and 1.8775 GHz based on the resonant fre-

quencies observed during VNA testing. The AUT showed

decent performance relative to an isotropic radiator.

Additionally, VNA testing was conducted on the larger

scale Freshmade3D antenna (Fig. 12). Though the antenna

resonated at much lower frequencies as expected, the S11
results exhibited similar characteristics as translated to the

lower frequencies. However, stronger resonance (−27 dB)

occurred for this antenna at the target frequencies.

The resulting S11 measurements and radiation patterns

were overall in reasonable agreement with the simulation out-

put. However, differences were measured between the anten-

nas and simulations. Aside from obvious issues of canting and

wobbling that occurred, electromagnetic issues manifested

from a materials standpoint. Phenomena such as the skin

effect which was impacted by the imperfect surface finish

resulted in target resonance frequencies discrepancies. This

deviations from the nominal geometries explain why the

Formlabs model performed better at higher frequencies than

the binder jetted or SLA counterparts which are generally

considered rougher.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated a new paradigm in the design

and manufacture of antennas which leverages both high

fidelity electromagnetic simulation tools (to create virtual

prototypes) coupled with a range of contemporary addi-

tive manufacturing processes (to create physical prototypes).

By simulating and fabricating a pathologically-complex

Hilbert Fractal antenna in several 3D printing processes

and evaluating these in an anechoic chamber, simulations

were validated through several rapidly-manufactured physi-

cal examples. The successful antennas were created with a

high degree of accuracy across an array of manufacturing

processes including:

• Powder Bed Fusion: An EOSM280 printed the structure

in AlSi10Mg which was relatively light, strong, rela-

tively conductive (with 25.69% of the conductivity of

copper), accurate, and sufficiently smooth with a surface

finish reasonable for frequencies under 30 GHz.

• Binder Jetting of Metal: An ExOneM-FLEX printed the

structure in 316L steel and bronze which was relatively

heavy, strong, conductive (with 7.78% of the conductiv-

ity of copper), accurate, and sufficiently smooth with a

surface finish reasonable for frequencies under 30 GHz.

• Vat Photopolymerization with Plating: A FormLabs

2 printed the structure in a photocurable polymer and

then plated with copper and tin which was very light,

conductive (with 70.96% of the conductivity of copper),

accurate, and very smooth with a surface finish reason-

able for frequencies extending beyond 30 GHz.

Future work will include extending the study to mate-

rial extrusion of Metal Injection Molding (MIM) feedstocks

from companies like Desktop Metal and MarkForged as

well as standard printers using new MIM materials available

from BASF. Other processes which may hold promise for

the fabrication of larger antennas include polymerized binder

jetted sand from Freshmade3D LLC as well as sand cast-

ing with 3D printed molds. Antennas fabricated with either

process were not possible in the small dimensions targeted

by this study; however, for low frequency applications, these

processesmay be better suited than the rest. New ceramic pro-

cesses offer the ability to create a low loss substrate that can

sustain the high temperatures required to fully cure and melt

nanoparticle metal inks and this combination of dielectric and

conductor could enable new applications as well.
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